ONCE A MEDIA
SPECIALIST, ALWAYS A
MEDIA SPECIALIST!

GCSE Media Studies

The Media department would love for you to continue to stay
cognitively engaged over the coming weeks and months, despite
the cancellation of this year’s exams. The following are suggestions,
they are not compulsory, but we would love for you to engage in any
that you find interesting.

The Take Yotube

BBC Arts, Culture and the Media Programmes

Film Riot Youtube

Channel 4 News & Current Affairs

Feminist Frequency YouTube

TED Talks

Film Theorists YouTube

PechaKucha 20x20

Game Theorists YouTube
Cinema Sins YouTube
Easy Photo Class YouTube
BBC Radio 1's Screen time Podcast

BBC Radio 4’s Front Row

BBC Radio 1’s Movie Mixtape

BBFC Podcast

BBC Radio 5’s Must Watch Podcast

Media Masters Podcast

BBC Radio 5 Kermode & Mayo Film Reviews

The BBC Academy Podcast

BBC Radio 4’s The Media Show

Media Voices
Mobile Journalism Show

The Guardian

IGN

BFI Film Academy

Den of Geek

Screenskills

@HoEMedia on Twitter

WhatCulture

Creativebloq

The Student Room

Adobe Photoshop Tutorials

Universal Extras - be an extra!

Shooting People - Jobs in Films

If you would like to share what you’ve learnt, we’d love for you to produce a piece of
media that we could share with other students.

Introduction To:

Media
Studies

An introduction to
Media Studies and the basic skills
you will need

Introduction
Hello and welcome to Media Studies. Media is one of the most important
elements of a modern life, it could be the music that defines us or the
social media persona we become, it is imposable not to see its influence
every where we look. We will study how and why media products are
created, the companies that make them, the power media has not only
over us as individuals but also over huge institutions. Every media product
should always be examined and you should ask what is the reason for it?
Hopefully this gives you enough to get started, If you would like more
information about the course or the work you are doing please contact me
on k.lord@purglove.ac.uk

The main elements of media that we look at are:
Media language –

This is how media is created, the use of genre, how images have been
created, the use of camera angles, costume, actors or the use of lighting.
Media language is the media product that has been created.

Representations –

Representations are simple, how is a character or group been shown in a
media product, this can be positive or negative.

Audience –
This is simply the person or group a media product has been created for.

Industry –

Industry is the people who made the production, we will look at big
companies such as Disney and how they control the media industry we
then compare them to smaller companies and see how there control and
profit differ.

These 4 elements are known as the
Theoretical framework of media studies.

Theoretical framework tasks
Media language
Media language is created through images, sound, text and colours. Products often
follow patterns, we call this codes and conventions, this is also what makes up different
genres and genre is made up of codes and conventions.

Exploring Genre

Genre is the type or category of a media product. Can you think of some examples? List 3
examples of…

Music Genres

Film Genres

Some media texts cross more than one genre such as Romantic Comedy (Rom-com) or
Action-adventure; these are referred to as Hybrid Texts.
Genre Conventions - Each genre has its own set of conventions that are familiar to the
audience. The audience understands these conventions as they are repeated across
different texts within the genre making the genre recognisable to the audience.
KEY TERM:
Conventions: Expected elements of a media text because of its genre.
For example; the typical conventions an audience would expect of an action adventure
film are; explosions, guns, fighting, fast-paced editing, high tempo music and a rugged,
muscly, masculine/alpha male hero and an evil villain.

TASK:

Mind map the typical conventions would you expect to see in a romantic
comedy, a hip -hop music video, a horror film and a game show ….

Conventions of
a romantic
comedy

Conventions of
a Hip-Hop
Music video

Conventions of
a Horror film

Conventions of
a Game show

Audio

The different sounds contained within a media text and connotations attached to the
sound used, these can be classed as technical, language and symbolic codes.
When analysing text (like a TV advert or a movie trailers) listen carefully to the sound,
consider why it has been chosen and its effects on the audience. Sound can be a
fantastically useful tool for conveying emotion or building suspense. All sounds can be
referred to as diegetic or non-diegetic sound.
KEY TERM
DIEGETIC SOUND this is a ‘sound you can see’, the sound is part of the scene and can
be heard by the characters, for example the screaming of a character in a horror film or
the music at a party scene.
NON-DIEGETIC SOUND Is ‘sound you can’t see’. This is sound that has been added as
part of post-production process, for example a voice over or dramatic music in an
action scene.
Music –An audience will associate certain music with a typical genre; e.g eerie music in
horror films to build tension. Certain instruments suggest a genre; e.g. acoustic guitar –
romance.
Sound effects – Again linked to specific genres; for example –Dr. Who tardis.
Dialogue –the speech and language used reflects the genre. For example in hospital
dramas we expect to hear vocabulary linked to medical procedures, or crime drama’s
would have legal jargon.

Task: watch a TV show / Netflix show / Vlog and 3 adverts and see how
these elements of audio are used, do they create tension? Comedy?
Sadness?

Exploring Narrative

Narrative is linked to the genre of the text but it is important to explore it separately to
ensure you demonstrate your understanding of a media text. In each topic you will
investigate how the ‘story’ is structured and put together.
KEY TERM
Narrative –The story being told by the media text.
All media texts tell stories and have some sort of narrative, from a single photographic
image to a sports report to a movie. Therefore, when analysing a narrative we analyse the
construction of the story ie the way it has been put together/tells the audience the story,
not the story itself. You also need to consider what the story is about in its most basic
terms, ie the theme (eg Love, war, winning).
Typically when exploring narrative you will analyse 3 main aspects….
•The structure
•The characters
•The themes
Narrative structure
This refers to the way a story is told or delivered to the audience. For example the
structure of a magazine
typically has an obvious front cover, followed by a contents page, horoscopes tend to be
towards the back of the magazine and there is usually an advert on the back cover. A
regular reader is used to the structure and knows where to find things.
Linear Narratives - This structure was noticed by theorist Todorov ( more on him later!)
during his research into fairy tales and traditional stories. He discovered most narratives
moved forward in chronological order; one action following another –beginning, middle
and end.
Non-Linear/circular Narrative - In this structure the narrative may move backwards
and forwards in time, techniques such as flash backs maybe used such as in the film
Titanic; where the story is told from the perspective of old-lady, Rose, remembering her
experience. Or TV show How I met your Mother where a dad –Ted, is recollecting the
story of how he met his children’s mother, the series is actually a fairly complex narrative
which often uses cross-overs and references to other episodes.
However, some ‘fact-based’ genres use non-linear narratives regularly, such as Match of
the Day which moves backwards an forwards from the live studio to footage of the days
games. Or the News which is reporting live from the studio with footage and reports of
events from earlier on in the day or forthcoming events which are expected to happen in
the near future.

Task: watch a film and think about its narrative structure, how
has it has been constructed? – Explore this video about 3 act
structures https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6QD5Pbc50I

Analysing audio-visual media texts: Camera Shots &
Angles
One way that media language is created is through images, this task will get you to look
at some key camera angles and the names that are used to describe them.

KEY TERM:
AUDIO-VISUAL media text; one that uses image (visual) and sound (audio)

In exploring audio-visual texts, for example television clips, trailers or advertisements, you
must be able to pick out and explain the effect of the main technical codes that have been
used to construct the text, such as…
•Camera shots & angles
•Camera Movement
•Postproduction editing
Camera Shots
A media text is created using a range of shots to create a particular effect. How the
camera is used affects how an audience reads an image, or shot, used in a media text.
What is included in the frame depends upon the distance, the angle and the movement of
the camera.

TASK: explore this website to look at how different shots are used www.studiobinder.com/blog/ultimate-guide-to-camera-shots/

Representations
Another aspect of media and it is quite complex and has a significant impact of the
reader’s perceptions.
The media is not a ‘window to the world’, it is not the ‘truth’ in that is does not show the
‘real world’ but a version of it –that had been represented by the text. Even a news
programme is a representation as information can easily be edited or take out of context
or omissions made.

KEY TER M
R epre sen tation : The way in which people, places or events are re-presented to
audiences. Designed to be believable, however if you look closely they are often
stereotypical.
Stereotypical: This is where a group of people are shown in a particular way by
exaggerating certain characteristics.

There are common stereotypes of women in the media. Women are often seen as:
•Seductive Close-up shots, slow-motion, focus on body shape, the sensory (touch, feel,
taste) colours such as red used to connote passion. Used when selling products to men
(the male gaze)
•Pretty (ideal of femininity) Close-up shots, focus on flawless skin, perfect make-up/hair,
e.g., L’Oreal
•Domesticated Products advertised relate to these tasks or functions, clothes
dull/’mumsy’(soft colours, plain) obsessed with cleanliness e.g.; fairy
•The ‘sex-object Quite derogatory stereotype of women which liens them to possessions,
barely there clothes, the desire of every man e.g. ads targeting males –cars, fragrance
•Powerful Portrayed as strong, independent, embraces femininity in its entirety, e.g.,
Dove

Consider how women are represented in the following print texts, what stereotypes are
used? Who is the audience for the text –how might that affect the representation? How is
that representation reinforced through the technical, symbolic and narrative codes?

There are common stereotypes of men in the media. These include:
•Sporty The athletic type, typical ‘outdoorsy’ types, rarely seen in a domestic setting such
as the kitchen (e.g; shaving ads, snickers)
•Powerful Dominating, ooze masculinity, typically used in aftershave ads.
•Shallow Stereotype young men as shallow, superficial. Fragrance and beer ads for
instance, often show males engaging in pranks to impress women e.g lynx ads
•Outdoors types Portray men as physical labourers/manual workers, determined by the
type of job they do, e.g builder/farmer •Undomesticated In these situations men are
portrayed as being incompetent e.g cleaning ads like Persil/flash.

Film Industry

Here I will give you a list of films to watch that will show how structure can
be used in the film industry, how images and sound are used to create
narratives and genres.
Fight Club – this film has a basic structure but the
narrative is very clever.

No country for old men
has an amazing visual and
uses sound in a very
unique way.

Pulp fiction, the use of an
interesting narrative
structure the use of music and iconic style creates a
very interesting film to study.

Any Disney film this includes Marvel,
Pixar and star wars, the main reason
for this is because they make really
simple films usually fairly well but the
power Disney have over the film
industry is huge! They are by far one of
the most powerful conglomerates in the world.

The main thing is to watch as many films as possible and look at
how they have been created – also consider the representations
created in every film you watch, ask yourself why has that
character been shown that way.

TV industry

Here I will give you a list of shows to watch that will show how structure
can be used, how images and sound are used to create narratives and
genres.
Community is an excellent comedy TV show (the
first 3 seasons) it constantly references other
shows and plays with narrative and
representations through out.

Black Mirror is Media
studies; each episode
really looks at how
we use media today.

Stranger things is great to look at
intertextuality, but also the fan sites for the
show are excellent to show how audiences
interact with texts.

The Simpsons is one of the most successful TV show of
all time it is simple and well put together, also use very
stereotypical representations.

Friends, How I met your
mothers and Seinfeld are
good examples of sit coms,
HIMYM sometimes play
around with
different narratives
and Seinfeld was the shows about
nothing, give them a watch.

Music videos
Music videos are great to see how genera is created, each music style has
its own music video style and this is good to explore, watch a few music
videos and look at how you can see the codes and conventions of a genre
been developed.
Also here are a few good music videos to watch:

Childish Gambino – this is
America, he also has
some other good music
videos

Any music video by OKGO

Sam Fender has some creative and
unusual Music videos to explore

Watch as many music videos as possible and look at how they
have been created and how genre is constructed – also again
consider the representations created music videos often use
very stereotypical representations.

Podcasts – You tube
The media Podcast with Olly Man
https://www.themediapodcast.com/

The Media Show BBC radio 4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00dv9hq

Media Masters Podcast
https://www.mediamasters.fm/

You tube
Every Frame a painting has great discussions on
film, image, narrative and sound.
https://www.youtube.com/user/everyframeapainting

Here are 2 you tube channels purely looking
at media studies, these could give you some
useful introduction to key concepts.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUKrxp4BcJrGLzmqAhCjASg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGXfqzVEZr0XaZLWG3_HniA

Hopefully this gives you enough to get started, If you would like more
information about the course or the work you are doing please contact me
on k.lord@purglove.ac.uk

